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Abstract
Typical everyday situations usually contain a large number of sound sources. In virtual reality applications,
where the processing demands for the acoustical rendering of a scene should be kept a low level, it is challenging
to simulate and spatialize a high number of virtual sound sources. This work presents different solutions for
rendering sound sources in virtual scenes with varying level of interactivity and complexity. For a binaural
free-field auralization of up to hundreds of virtual sound sources, a model based on k-means clustering was
recently developed, with the main objective to limit the number of required convolutions. To improve the
perceptual quality of the rendering, the model was extended with an efficient correction of the interaural time
difference of each virtual sound source. In addition to a brief benchmark analysis of the rendering module,
this work also describes how this clustering approach was integrated in the open source auralization framework
Virtual Acoustics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to advances in acoustical research, signal processing and computational power, the concept and implemen-
tation of an Auralization [12] has been established in the acoustical research community. By simulating and
auralizing a virtual sound field, controlled situations can be created for various purposes. With respect to the
application of auralizations in psychoacoustical experiments, the full auralization process, involving modeling
input data, simulation, signal processing and reproduction of the sound field, should ideally be indistinguishable
from the corresponding real acoustic event, i.e., a virtual guitar player in a bar should be perceived acoustically
in the same way as a real guitar played in the same environment.
In general, the auralization process includes the convolution of an anechoic sample with a room impulse re-
sponse (RIR), describing the acoustical transfer path from the sound source to the receiver in an environ-
ment [34]. With the intention of auralization, the spatial human perception is typically modelled by using a
binaural receiver, creating a binaural room impulse response (BRIR) as a simulation output. Different stud-
ies [21, 23] have shown that for simulation models based on geometrical acoustics (GA), the simulated results
barely differ from measured results if the user is informed about the measurement results and the simulation re-
sults are adjusted to match the measured results using a calibration procedure. Postma showed that a methodical
calibration based on parameters of RIR measurements makes it possible to produce perceptually equivalent spa-
tial BRIRs when compared to measured BRIRs. The most recent round robin study on room acoustical simulation
and auralization revealed [4], however, that many GA based simulations often fail to match measurements when
the user is not informed about the results, especially when wave effects such as diffraction and scattering are
of relevance. Informed simulations using the boundary element method [7] showed good agreement for simple
scenarios, but less accurate results for a more complex room scenario, for which no reliable boundary condition
data could be provided. Nevertheless, it can be stated that binaural synthesis and acoustical simulation can
generate plausible, and after a thorough calibration process, also authentic acoustical signals, as demonstrated
for binaural synthesis by Oberem et al. [19], for a dynamic binaural synthesis by Brinkmann et al. [5] and
for BRIR simulations by Postma and Katz [22] as well as by Tommasini at al. [30]. Although these results
are promising with respect to the auralization of defined scenarios, the applied methods face various challenges
and limitations when dynamic binaural auralization of complex scenes should be created. The term dynamic
corresponds to, at least, rotational movement of the receiver, which creates interactivity, while the term complex
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indicates that three or more sound sources of the scene are simultaneously sending audible signals. Driven by
the success of and tremendous progress in the gaming and Virtual Reality industry, various audio rendering
tools and engines (e.g., SteamAudio, Resonance Audio or DearVR) have recently emerged which mostly are
capable of rendering binaural feedback for dynamic complex scenes in real-time. Often even more simplified
concepts than GA simulations are applied, which, in some cases, can create plausible situations (especially in
combination with a photo-realistic visual feedback), but are far from being authentic, for example in case of
typical everyday situations such as a noisy restaurant or a busy street in an urban area. First studies have only
compared rendering engines to others [11, 2], but not to real or measured acoustic scenes. More examples for
(binaural) real-time simulation tools, developed within research projects, are the open-source projects RAZR [38]
or 3D Tune-In [6].
When designing an experiment based on auralizations, the researcher has to define the desired complexity of the
scene as well as the level of interactivity, depending on the chosen research questions and research focus before
selecting the rendering technique for auralization. If no interactivity with respect to the receiver is necessary,
a binaural simulation stream can fully be preprocessed completely avoiding real-time calculations (except for
audio playback) during an experiment or demonstration.
When it comes to rendering scenes with a high number of sound sources, Tsingos et al. [32, 33, 31] pub-
lished important pioneer work more than 15 years ago by efficiently rendering complex scenes with more than
64 sound sources. A key component of these implementations was a clustering technique, which was adapted
and implemented by Hell et al. [8], who also showed that the workload of a binaural room simulation can be
reduced without creating substantial perceptual differences.
In the first part of this work, a general software framework for the real-time synthesis of binaural signals is
introduced, while in the second part an approach of more efficient binaural rendering for a high number of
sound sources in a free-field condition is presented.

2 BINAURAL RENDERING OF VIRTUAL SOUND SOURCES
Auralizations of a virtual sound sources are usually implemented using a convolution of an anechoic sound
signal x(t) with a BRIR, see. Fig. 1. When GA models are considered, it is reasonable to split the BRIR into
three parts: I - the direct path which accounts for the attenuation law of the point source, the air absorption
and the corresponding head-related-transfer function (HRTF); II - the early reflections, consisting of a few,
mostly specular reflections, typically modelled by an image source model [1]; III - a dense pattern of numerous,
overlapping late reflections, the reverberation tail, which can be modelled by feedback delay networks [10] or
by ray tracing models [13].
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Figure 1. Concept for the binaural rendering of a virtual sound source with the anechoic source signal x(t)
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In all three parts of the BRIR, it should be accounted for a sound source directivity as well as for a receiver
directivity (HRTF). As the relevance of this data decreases for the later part of RIRs, the spatial resolution of
this may be lower for the reverberation tail than for the direct sound. Extended models can additionally include
further effects such as doppler shifts [37]. Depending on the virtual scene and the application, it is convenient
to implement the rendering of each part separately and to select different update rates for each part of the
BRIR [3, 36]. This ensures real-time updates also for more complex scenes.

2.1 Rendering modules in Virtual Acoustics
Virtual Acoustics (VA) is a real-time auralization framework [9, 29] mainly intended for scientific research. A
modular concept enables the user to select from a different range of rendering and reproduction modules, e.g.,
a binaural renderer in combination with a crosstalk cancellation [15] reproduction module. A combination of
multiple rendering modules is also possible: In addition to a real-time binaural free-field rendering of a sound
source, the GenericPath renderer can be selected, which convolves the source signal with a filter defined by the
user, e.g., a precalculated BRIR without the direct sound. Other rendering modules are capable of calculating
image sources for a shoebox room or rendering a very high number of sound sources, cf. Section 3.2.

2.2 Simulation of binaural room impulse responses
RAVEN1 is a room acoustic simulation C++ library [26, 25] based on GA models which can be applied in
real-time environments [14, 3], but is mostly used for scientific purposes using a command line interface from
MATLAB. In its main application, the user defines a scene to generate RIRs or BRIRs. It is also possible to
define trajectories generating scenes with moving sound sources and/or the receiver. Script based processing
allows the generation of sets of BRIRs, e.g., for different receiver positions or orientations. Such datasets of
BRIRs can be included in a directional database in the openDAFF file format [35] and processed by the VA
software, implementing a dynamic binaural synthesis.

3 EFFICIENT REAL-TIME AURALIZATION OF NUMEROUS SOUND SOURCES
Binaural rendering of many sound sources is today mostly based on a scene description in the spherical har-
monics domain, either based on a virtual loudspeaker array [18, 16] or directly in spherical harmonics [24].
The renderer presented in this section uses an alternative approach, based on clustering, to spatially render more
than 100 virtual sound sources simultaneously using binaural synthesis.

3.1 Concept
In contrast to a conventional binaural synthesis, which requires one HRTF convolution per sound source, this
renderer applies a clustering of sound sources leading to a reduction of HRTF convolutions. For each cluster,
the sound source signals are summed and then convolved with the representative HRTF of the cluster. The
audibility of the angular shift caused by the clustering should be kept minimal. Another important aspect of the
implementation is the efficiency, i.e., the processing time of the entire rendering based on the clustering must
be substantially lower than the individual binaural rendering.
The processing of the renderer is depicted in Fig. 2. The current state of the virtual scene is analyzed and
clusters based on a selected metric are created. All related individual sound sources of each cluster are summed
up as two-channel source signals including the distance attenuation, the propagation delay and their corrected
time delay. The corresponding cluster HRTF is then convolved with the summed cluster signal. Finally, all
binaural cluster signals are summed and binaurally reproduced.

1RAVEN is not published open source, but it is freely available for academic purposes. Please contact the authors for further information
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Figure 2. Concept of the clustering engine. Each sound source is individually processed based on its propa-
gation path (attenuation and delay) and its interaural time delay (ITD). Spectral characteristics are applied by
convolution with the corresponding Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF).

3.1.1 Clustering
When sound sources are clustered based on the described concept, a spectral error is introduced. With the goal
of minimizing this error, a suitable clustering approach needs to be selected. As the feature for the algorithm
the spherical angle between a reference point and the sound source positions was chosen. The algorithm itself
is adapted from the k-means clustering algorithm [20]. Instead of using a predefined number of clusters, new
clusters are dynamically created when the angular distance of a sound sources exceeds a threshold distance to
all existing clusters, unless the maximum number k of clusters already exists.

3.1.2 ITD correction
As a time shift of a filter is an inexpensive operation in the real-time processing chain, the interaural time
difference (ITD) of all virtual sound sources can be processed individually despite the clustering. The temporal
shift caused by the clustering is corrected using the difference of the ITDs of the actual and the clustered sound
source position. The ITDs can either be estimated based on a rigid sphere model [40] or extracted from the
HRTF data, using the maximum value in the time domain [17] or the maximum value of the correlation HRIR
and its corresponding minimum-phase IR [39].

3.2 Implementation
The clustering renderer was named VABinauralClusteringRenderer and integrated in the open source software
project Virtual Acoustics (VA) software [9]. VA calculates audio buffers in real time for all activated rendering
modules, typically with buffer sizes of 128 or 256 samples using ASIO drivers. Propagation delays of sound
sources are efficiently processed using variable delay lines (VDLs) [27].
The implementation of the renderer is mainly derived from the default binaural free-field renderer of VA, but
was extended by the clustering engine, which implements the concept described in Section 3.1.1. To avoid
audio dropouts, the cluster engine runs as part of the scene update in a parallel thread and only triggers an
output audio stream update, if the new clustering state was successfully generated for the scene. The relevant
data for the ITD correction is provided by a separate estimator class or in case the ITD correction being based
on the HRTF dataset, it is calculated during the initialization of the renderer.

3.3 Evaluation
As the system latency is one most critical characteristic of a real-time rendering engine, a computational bench-
mark (see Section 3.3.1) is an important part of its evaluation to answer questions with respect to the general
real-time capability and limitations of input parameters such as the number of sound sources or the dependency
from the number of clusters. The level of simplification, in case of the chosen renderer, can be described by a
spectral error or, indirectly, by the angular error introduced by clustering the sound sources (see Section 3.3.2).
Eventually this error has to be investigated in perception experiments, which so far, has only been done infor-
mally in listening sessions of the authors. These tests, however, have shown that very low maximum cluster
sizes k = {4,6,12} are a reasonable choice for a total sound source count of 100 and higher.
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3.3.1 Benchmark
To benchmark the implemented renderer, the processing time of the scene- and stream update was measured
for an HRTF length of 128 samples at 44100 Hz sampling rate. The virtual scene included a varying number
of sound sources that were moved between every rendering step. Each sound source had a random audio
signal assigned for audio playback. The benchmark was conducted on a Intel Core i7-2600K CPU @ 3.40GHz
processor, 32GB Dual Channel @ 2400 MHz DDR3 memory, running Windows 10 Pro Version 10.0.17763.
Benchmark results for the scene- and the stream update are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively.
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Figure 3. Processing times for the scene- and stream update for different number of sound sources using
clusters with k = 4,6,12. Dashed lines in (b) correspond to the update limit of the stream update for buffer
sizes sb = {64,128} @ 44100 Hz.

The processing times of both updates increase for an increasing number of sound sources. If a higher maximum
number of clusters is chosen, higher processing time are observed. There is, however, no substantial increase of
the processing time. For a sampling rate of 44100 Hz, the clustering rendering engine is able to process up to
240 sources for a buffer size of 64, and up to 600 sources for a buffer size of 128.

3.3.2 Angular error and perceptual analysis
To quantify the level of spatial scene simplification, the angular error introduced by the clustering can be inves-
tigated. The angular error corresponds to the spherical angle between the actual source position and its cluster
representative. In this evaluation, up to 1000 sound sources were created step by step at uniform random inci-
dence angles at 3 m distance to the receiver, repeated 100 times each for k = {4,6,12}. The evaluation of each
step showed that the average angular errors converges for more than 200 sound sources to 36◦ for k = 4, to 29◦

for k = 6, and to 21◦ for k = 12. These values show that the average angular error decreases for higher cluster
counts, but indicate only the average spatial deviation. Due to the implemented ITD correction, the angular shift
only leads to a spectral deviation of the clustered sound sources and is likely to be less relevant than an actual
spatial offset of a clustered sound source.
To check this hypothesis, a perceptual experiment is required. So far, only a preliminary informal listening
experiment by the authors has been conducted. In this test, binaural samples including 100 common sound
sources were created using different techniques: (I) full binaural synthesis, (IIa) clustering without ITD correc-
tion and (IIb) clustering with ITD correction. Conditions (IIa) and (IIb) were generated for maximum cluster
counts k = 6 and k = 12. Critical listening to these samples revealed slight audible differences between (I) and
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(IIa/b) but, surprisingly, no audible differences between the different number of clusters k = 6 and k = 12. Such
results, however, are highly dependent on the scene design. In general, it is very challenging to create suitable
and plausible virtual scenes with more than 100 mostly continuously active sound sources.

4 SUMMARY
In the first part, this work reviewed and presented the general concept and a software environment for binaural
simulation and rendering of virtual sound sources, based on filter convolution with HRIRs or BRIRs. In the
second part, a special rendering engine to efficiently process more than hundred sound sources in a free-field
environment was described. It was shown that this efficient binaural renderer, in contrast to a normal binaural
free-field rendering engine, is able to simultaneously process hundreds of sound sources for typical buffer sizes
and sampling rates. The increased efficiency is achieved by reducing the number of convolutions with head-
related transfer functions. The HRTF spectrum of each virtual sound source is replaced by the HRTF spectrum
of a cluster representative. In how far this introduction of erroneous coloration is perceptually acceptable needs
to be assessed in future studies.
Although it is uncommon that acoustical scenes applied in research contain that many sound sources all playing
signals relevant and audible signals simultaneously, such a rendering concept is useful for virtual environments,
which contain a high number of automatically generated individual objects, especially when these objects create
sound based on a real-time synthesis, e.g., rain drops falling on the ground, or numerous vehicles in an urban
environment.
The presented rendering engine is only able to generate the binaural free-field response and lacks the calcula-
tion of reflections in outdoor or indoor environments. The flexibility of the software framework in which the
rendering engine was implemented, however, offers possibilities to also include binaural room impulse responses
for the virtual sound sources. The concept of the clustering engine could also be adapted to room acoustics,
as presented by Hell at al. [8]. Another direct application scenario of the engine is the simulation of outdoor
noise [28, 27]. Here, the majority of sound sources processed by the renderer represent secondary sound sources
which model the reflection or diffraction paths instead of the direct path.
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